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REPORT OF THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE
of DSR-TKA
Indiana State University, Terre Haute, Indiana
April 7-10, 1971
Our thanks to Indiana State Lhiiversity for an outstanding Conference.
Dr. "Ted" Walwik. National Secretary, was the Conference Host. The tact
ful and gracious manner in which problems were handled by Ted added
much to the success and enjoyment of the Conference. The Conference was
smoothly run. the food excellent, and the events were professionally directed.
Those chapters who did not attend mis.sed a rewarding experience.
Special thanks should Ix* given to many for the success of the Conference.
Among these arc Dr. James McHath, National President (Univei-sity of
Southern California); Dr. Kenneth Andersen, Director of the Congress
(Illinois University); Di'. Tom Ludliim, Director of Four-Man Debate
(Capital University), and Assistant Director, Professor Rex Gaskill (Indiana
State University); Dr. Fore.st Conklin, Director of Two-Man Debate (Uni
versity of Northern Iowa), Assistant Director, Dr. Josepli Riggs (Indiana
State University); Dr. James A. Benson, Director of Extemporaneous Speak
ing (Ball State University), Assistant Diiector, Mr. Gary Watson (Indiana
State University); Dr. Ronald Aungst, Director of Persuasive Speaking
(Manchester College), Assistant Director, Mr. Tom Redicks (Indiana
State University); also special thanks to the many students of Indiana
State University who provided transportation and secretarial help and, in
general, made the details of the Conference appear easy.
Contrai-y to popular opinion, the National Conference has not been self-
supporting for the past three years. Each year the host school has contrilx
utcd from twelve hundred to two thousand dollars. Student fees were
almost entirely used in the cost of meals. Money for student imd faculty
entertainment was provided by the host school. In addition, the National
Council has provided S800.00 to support the Conference.
A special feature of this year was the open meeting of the Society. Al
though nothing startling occurred, the discussion suggested matters that
deserve the serious consideration of every member. Some students and
facult)' sponsors strongly recommended that the Societ>' take the leadership
in improving the quality of debate and returning it to its function as a part
of the educational experience of students. In connection with this, it was
recommended that we should provide a section of non-national debate as an
event in the National Conference. Considerable criticism was made of the
pre.scnt goals in debate as well as a style which does not relate to the needs
of our times. An important discussion centered around the need for a
serious examination of the philosophy, ideals and goals of DSR-TKA.
The goal for this year—more student participation—was achieved. Jim
Swartjc, National Student President and winner of the Student Speaker of
the Year Award, was the co-ho,st for the Friday banquet with Dr. Austin
Freeley, National N'icc-President. Seating at the head table included more
students. More importantly, a student ha.s Ix^en added to each of the
National Committees. The important point is that students will have a
larger voice in the decisions of the Society. No one could complain about
the length of the banquet this year!
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There were two changes in events for next year, both of them in Two-Man
Debate. Eight preliminary rounds will he followed by four final rounds.
Also, a school may now enter two teams in Two-Man Debate.
The most important event of the Conference was the action of the sponsors
with respect to financing the organization. It was decided to adopt an
annual chapter fee and to reduce the student initiation fee. This action
was taken in the hope of solving a continumg annual deficit.
Don't forgetl The 1972 Conference will he held March 29, 30, 31 and
April 1st at the University of New Mexico. "Tex" Eubank has promised us
the time of our lives. It is worth the trip just to see his trophy room where
the coaches' social and dinner wiU be held. The student dinner and social
will be held in Old Town—a must for those who have not visited Albuquer
que before.
Again our thanks to members of the Conference Committee; Dr. Gregg
Phifer, Chairman of the Speaker of the Year Awards; Dr. Robert Huber,
Chairman of the Alumni Awards Committee, and to the others who contrib
uted to the success of the Conference. The cooperation of student partici
pants was especially appreciated.
Let us know your wishes.
Sincerely,
Your National Conference Committee
Kenneth E. Andersen
Joseph O'Rourke
Nicholas M. Cripe
George A. Adamson, Chairman
Nov/ Available
CURRENT CRITICISM
Twenty essays which appeared in the Current Criticism department
of Speaker and Gavel between 1966 and 1970 have been reprinted as
a paperback book by Delta Sigma Rho—Tan Kappa Alpha.
These studies provide a Hvely panorama of the significant themes
to which contemporary speakers address themselves. The agonies of
the Vietnam decisions and the emergence of the "black power" issue
strikingly dominate the concerns of speakers and critics alike, but
other issues as well are given rhetorical analysis in this volume.
Copies of Current Criticism may be obtained for $2.50 from
Theodore Walwik, National Secretary, DSR-TKA, Slippery Rock
State College, Slippery Rock, Penna. 16057.
We are hopeful that copies may also soon be available through the
Speech Communication Association, so keep an eye open for their
hstings.
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SPEAKER OF THE YEAR: ROBERT D. CLARK
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ROBERT D. CLARK
Robert D. Clark, almost a quarter of a century ago in your term as Presi
dent of the Western Speech Association you told your professional colleagues
at the Speech Association of America convention that, "Speech is a broad
discipline encompassing not only skills but values, not only tools but respon
sibilities, not merely isolated techniques but a social context."
One year before, you had written in the leading academic journal of your
discipline that . . the hope of a democracy is in the growing understanding
and perspective of its people. The function of persuasion—and of leader
ship—is to show that a given policy is in a very real sense in harmony with
the ideals of the people. By this means, and this means only," you observed,
"can the people be persuaded to launch out on a new course of action."
You, sir, did not abandon those convictions at a classroom lectern but took
them with you as the considered judgments of a mature scholar when you
entered your more recent career as an academic administrator.
In your capacity as President of a great University in a time when
thoughtless attack and unthinking defense are equally rigid, you have con
ducted your office and yourself not as a servant of the status quo but as a
champion of orderly change. In both public and private utterance you have
encouraged the University to accommodate itself to its students, its students
to accommodate themselves to their University, and the University commu
nity and the peoples of the state to accommodate themselves to each other
and their greater society.
(Continued on page 97)
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^'REASON TEMPERED BY CONCERN"
Acceptance Remarks by Robert D. Clark
President, University of Oregon
You honor me greatly in your citation and move me deeply not only by
the expression of the sentiment, but by the circumstance that I am one of
you, now far removed from intimate association, but not forgotten. From
my heart, I thank you. If you have overstated the case, that is an offense
easily forgiven, for you have, indeed, assessed wonderfully well my
aspiration.
Rhetoric in our day, as so often in its long history, is despised, reviled,
spumed, sought after, debased, and exalted. Said a friendly critic of the
young radicals: "One does not seek to discriminate, but only to manipulate:
don't ask questions about the subject; just put it on a stick and wave it
like a flag." Said a waggish friend of mine of the pompous utterances
at an Establishment conclave: "When a room is full of gas, it is better to
curse the darkness than to light a candle." And the Scranton Committee,
having plumbed the anguish of the American young, pleaded with the
President to utter the healing word, the magical incantation that would
exorcise the anguish.
The new technology has bred a new frustration and a new rage. The
dimension of man's power to destroy, to oppress, to despoil his environment,
to threaten his very existence, demands, some believe, a radical reconstmc-
tion of his politics, an abandonment of majority rale, of persuasion, of the
testing of ideas in the market place, and in their stead the reign of the self-
righteous, the new breed of philosopher-kings. John Stuart Mill is dead, his
doctrine of liberty the vestigial remains of a simpler age. Liberty is self-
determination and not available to men whose opinions are determined
for them by others, not available to men manipulated by the mass media,
dominated by market researchers, enslaved by the establishment. Ergo,
free speech must be limited to the autonomous man, it must be withdrawn
from the mass of society, denied him who would advocate false doctrines
or unwise policy.
I do not doubt the gravity of our crisis, I do not question the necessity of
dramatizing our plight if we are to effect in our society the radical changes
prerequisite to restoring and preserving the values enunciated in our
national creed. Drama is more moving than argument. Action is eloquence;
a humble black woman in Montgomery, Alabama, refusing to give up her
seat in the front of the bus, asserting her dignity as a person and her
rights as a citizen; black students in Atlanta sitting at the lunch counter;
students in angry and sometimes unlawful protest of the war in Vietnam—
one cannot doubt that these acts have had a profound influence in changing
the course of our history. And so it has often been with us. We are a
stormy people: Theodore Parker battering down the doors of the jail
in Boston, farmers responding to the cry of Mary Lease to "raise more hell
and less com"; farmers pouring milk into the barrow pits of Iowa; labor
inventing the sit-in and taking over the plants of the Fischer Body works;
veterans marching on Washington, camping in shanties rmtil driven out by
the army; women parading the streets of Washington, banners flying,
buraing President Wilson in effigy, huddling in Lafayette Square to put
the torch to his speech on suffrage.
It has been our genius as a nation, save for the bloody rupture of the
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Civil War and sporadic outbreaks of repression, sometimes brutal, to
respond to the anger of the aggrieved not simply with the force necessary
to restore order, but with accommodation and change essential to alleviate
the causes of the anger. A far cry from Mill and the society of the inde
pendent and rational individual, and yet close enough to let rationality
work its will with madness.
Ours is not and never has been a democracy of fully autonomous in
dividuals—^nor has there been any such in history. But the uneasy balance
of democratic and representative control has provided a rough model for
the workings of freedom, the opportunity to right wrongs and to advance
aspirations.
And I have faith enough to believe, even in our day, that we shall master
the technology of the mass media, that despite its hypnotic spell, men will
not always tolerate its manipulative techniques, that the masters of the
media will not always agree among themselves, and that in their differences
lies the freedom of the common man to choose. I have not forgotten how
in 1948 the pundits of political wisdom resigned themselves to the tech
nology of inquiry, to government by Gallup poll—and then the people
spoke: in refutation.
Aristotle's proposition that truth and justice possess a natural superiority
and will win over their opposites if given a fair presentation is almost
ridiculous in its naive assumption that "truth" or "justice" can ever prevail.
And yet it is the faith we live by. If we fall far short of truth or justice, we
can in the free expression of ideas more nearly approximate them than by
any other system.
The University is the peculiar guardian of this basic liberty. It, above
all other institutions in our society, must remain open to free inquiry and
the free expression of ideas. It has been threatened and repressed. In the
McCarthy era the threat was external, the cool calculating voice, frightening
men into hysterical fear of ideas, into the mad certainty that subversion
lurked in half the classrooms of America. Today, the threat is internal,
the arrogant insistence of the few that the University shall be closed to
those whom they proscribe, an arrogance supported by the placarded
slogan, the mindless chant, the massing of bodies, and the preemption
of functions.
In a time of crisis the mantle of leadership falls on the prophet, or the
demagogue, or the angry defender of the status quo. In our age no more
authentic voice has soimded than that of Martin Luther King, crying out
"I have a dream." If wrongs are to be righted, people must be awakened
to their phght, must be rallied to the support of their ideals. The people
are right in honoring the prophet. The demagogue, not lacking a modicum
of authenticity, plays on the ills of a suffering people and can be silenced
only when the ills, real or imagined, are alleviated or put in perspective
through public debate. And angry accusation—self destructive though it
may be—^if it sei-ves no other purpose, supphes the words for the venting
of the anger of the people themselves.
But even in this polarized society, among these disparate and impassioned
moods, the great majority of the people will respond to the call to reason
if reason is tempered with concern and supported by action. In these
times it may well be that a University president can best serve his university
and the society by re-affirming the principle Jefferson enunciated at the
(Continued on page 99)
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EXCERPTS FROM SPEECHES OF ROBERT D. CLARK
Note: We may get some glimmer of the eloquent and thoughtful
discourse which brought President Clark the DSR-TKA Speaker of
the Year Award by reading these statements taken from recent addresses
he has given.
FROM STATE GOVERNMENT DAY ADDRESS
October 3, 1970
... In some way we must disperse, relieve, what one of the champions
of the young has called "metaphysical anxiety," that is, an anxiety ill-defined,
generalized, and threatening. Experimental psychologists have observed that
men and animals alike, confronted with threat or danger for which they
have no appropriate response, react with paralyzing fear or uncontrollable
rage. We must discover, or allow our youth to discover and explore specific
ways to effect change. Their efforts may range from propaganda, or demon
stration, or petition, to crafts and communes and life styles. If they have an
idea, let them follow it, see where it leads, so long as it is within the law
and does not threaten the integrity of the rmiversity, an integrity, be it ever
remembered, that rests upon freedom of inquiry and transmission of
knowledge.
I add a personal note: Radical students at least, perhaps many others,
perceive me as a part of the establishment, as the symbol of authority and
oppression. They use me as they can, citing my opinions, or supposed
opinions, to raUy opposition, or conversely to beat down the Philistinian
hordes from outside the University. They have not always been kind or
polite; they are rarely deferential; they have sometimes been insolent or
arrogant; some of them kick their heels on the floor and scream, if they
do not get what they want; they espouse ideas, some of which seem to me
ill-informed, immature, half-baked; they affect life styles and hair dress
which I have not thus far been persuaded to emulate. They are conformist
in non-conformity. But I like them. Beyond the exterior I find in most
of them' a rugged honesty, a contempt for hypocrisy, a wilhngness to chal
lenge and test ideas, a rebellious spirit that will produce men and not
sychophants, a compassion for the oppressed, a commitment to values that
can, if it does not go awry, make a better society. They are our sons and
daughters, or the sons and daughters of our friends and neighbors. We
ought not magnify the diffferences, we ought rather to close the chasm
that separates us ... .
FROM "BUSINESS EDUCATION: AGENT FOR SOCIAL CHANGE"
University of Oregon
August 26, 1969
... I need not go into the long history of slavery, of freedom that has
not yet made black men free, of the dramatic struggle for equal rights
before the law, of technology and the displacement of farm labor, or the
mass movement of blacks to the central city, the new ghetto with new
dimensions of wretchedness. One is struck by the analogy to nineteenth
and early twentieth century immigrant groups, but a new ingredient is
added—^hopelessness, despair. Despair bred of race and of affluence—
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the richest nation in the world, the poor more prosperous than any poor
in history, and a great gulf fixed, not by affluence alone, but by race and by
a technology so efficient that the simple skills of the poor are no longer
needed.
And there lies the rub. The average American, bred in the ethic of hard
work, believes that this is the land of opportunity. Any minority group
can make it if it has the will. The Germans made it in our society; so did
the Irish, the Italians, the Jews, the Greeks and aU the other hosts of im
migrants—^why not the blacks, the Mexican-Americans, the Puerto Ricans?
But in his argument the average man overlooks some basic differences.
The earlier industrial society was so greatly in need of manual labor that
the immigrant, although he suffered great hardship, had an economic base
on which his family could build. Sons of the immigrant hordes climbed
upward from the backs of their fathers, or favored ones profited from the
labors of their brothers. Today's technological society has limited need
of unskilled laborers, a fact that makes it difficult for men to fight their way
out of poverty. The blacks, distinctive by reason of color and, therefore, not
easily assimilable in the second or third or fifteenth generation, are dis
criminated against as a group. Every black in the labor market has collected
enough empirical evidence from his own experience to make him cynical
if not bitter about the American ethic of hard work as the certain road
to advancement and success. . . .
FROM COAAMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Gonzaga University
May 24, 1970
. . . As public, as students, or as administrators, we should know that
differences must be composed eventually, but that they cannot be com
posed in anger. In times of stress men become absolutist. You are wholly
for them or wholly against. They polarize around the demagogue, as
champion or as enemy. One need not deny the necessity of a prophetic
leader, an Amos crying out, "ye kine of Bashan," to recognize that a
democratic society needs also its judges and physicians, men who can sort
out and appraise the issues, men who can bind up the wounds of conflict.
The spirit of liberty, said the late Justice Learned Hand, is the spirit that
admits it may be wrong, that the other man may be right. It is the spirit
expressed in that great phrase of Oliver Gromwell who, pausing before a
battle, permed a note to the opposing general: "Think ye in the bowels of
Ghrist, that ye may be wrong." He might well have addressed the note
to himself. . . .
EXCERPTS FROM COAAMENCEMENT ADDRESS
University of Oregon Medical School
and School of Nursing
June 12, 1970
... I suspect that above aU woman wants to be a person, defined not
simply by her sex, or by the conventions of a society whose institutions are
contrived to meet the needs of men; that she wants to be free to develop and
exercise her talents, supported by institutions that meet her needs as well
as those of men. It's been a long struggle, baby, and you've come a long
way, but you've got a long way to go. . .
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FROM COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
University of Oregon
June 14, 1970
. . . A short hour ago before the student revolt, the older generation
looked upon these as halcyon days, the most affluent in the history of
civilization: a nation that dreamed of the reduction of labor and the
elimination of poverty, a nation sometimes anxious, occasionally hysterical
but on the whole sustained by a strength and confidence it did not possess
in the years before the second World War, a nation that believed it could
extend its affluence and its strengths to the peoples of the world.
But I must say to the friends gathered here that many of the yoimger
generation do not perceive our circumstances in that way. They believe
we have forgotten our ancient dream of the equality of man. They see
a nation affirming liberty and justice for all but in practice denying it to
some; they see a nation bred in the depression, so intent upon personal
affluence and security that it ignores the phght of the poor, the forgotten
"other America"; they see a nation so absorbed in the triumph of its own
technology that it is impervious to the destruction of humane and en
vironmental values; they see the greatest power on earth rejecting more
power in the name of power but so insecure and anxious in its role among
nations that in the name of freedom it is tempted to impose its will on
unwilling peoples.
Strange that two generations bound together by blood and tradition
should see the same events and the same world from such widely different
perspectives. And strange, too, that a nation founded on liberty and bred
in the experience of rapid and proformd change, confident of the appeal
"under new management," should view innovation in its political or social
institutions with distrust and hostility. And equally strange that its younger
generation bred in the period of the most rapid change of a rapidly changing
nation, should perceive its institutions as unchanging, as doors that will
not open, that will yield only to the battering ram. . . .
CLARK (Continued from page 92)
In your response to strident and demanding voices from both the right
and the left, you have declared your allegiance to preserving what is correct
and to dispensing with what is not—you have chosen to right wrongs and
to see to it that injustice is left behind.
The courage of your leadership has caused once diverging paths to begin
to converge. The candor of your spokesmanship will enable those who
have walked diverging paths to meet again and seek together new avenues
to legitimate aspirations.
Robert D. Clark, both by precept and performance, you have served well
your discipline, your institution, and your nation. As a professor of rhetoric
you have lent renewed meaning and consequence to its ancient doctrines.
As an administrator you have consistently provided a model of eloquent
sanity for those who earnestly search for new directions for traditional
institutions.
As the recipient of the Speaker Of The Year Award for 1970 you manifest
all that is substantive and substantial in Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha's
dictum that speech should be intelligent, effective, and responsible.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD
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GEORGE P. LAMB
George P. Lamb, Counsellor-at-Law, with special expertise in the anti
trust laws of the United States was bom in Lafayette, Indiana on July 9,
1909. He received his college education at Purdue University, graduating
with a B.S. degree in 1931. During those years at Purdue he was a member
of the debate squad and succeeded in winning the Westem Conference
Championship in both 1930 and 1931. While there he was elected to Tan
Kappa Alpha. He earned his LL.B. degree from Georgetown University
in 1935 and his Doctor of Jurisprudence degree in 1936.
As a lawyer he has emphasized work with corporations and, particularly,
in the area of monopoly and anti-tmst suits. He has participated in
numerous anti-trust proceedings for the Federal Trade Commission and
the federal courts against such associations and firms as: the American
Iron and Steel Institute, the National Paper Trade Association, the Pet
Milk Company, and many others. Included among his National Trade
Association clients are such firms as: the Association of Home Appliance
Manufacturers, the Marble Institute of America, the National Audio Visual
Association, and the Shipbuilders Council of America.
His expertise in anti-trust laws led the Attomey General of the United
States to appoint him to serve on the National Committee to study those
laws. Because of his knowledge in anti-trust laws, because he also is expert
in the areas of corporation management and because he has proven himself
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to be an effective speaker, he has been called again and again to speak to
such institutes as: the University of Michigan Institute on Federal Anti-
Trust Laws; the Institute for Organizational Management, co-sponsored
by the United States Chamber of Commerce and the Universities of Yale,
Syracuse, Northwestern, Michigan State, Santa Clara, and Stanford; the
National Sales Executive Graduate School of Sales Management of
Marketing.
Not only has his forensic training been essential in his law practice, but
it also has been used again and again in many speaking engagements. He
has been called upon to share his knowledge with such organizations as:
the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, the Anti-Trust Section
of the American Bar Association, the American Bankers Association, the Dis
tribution Committee of the National Association of Manufacturers, the
Trade Association Conference of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, the Manufacturing Chemists Association, the Manufacturing Trade
Group of the National Industrial Council, and the Management Seminar
of the International Business Machines Corporation.
His services to debate and to our own forensic fraternity should be noted.
When Tan Kappa Alpha in the 1930's was in dire need of administrative
reorganization, he, along with his college debate coach, P. E. Lull of Purdue,
completely reorganized and reestablished Tan Kappa Alpha upon a firm
foundation. He is one of the originators of the Speaker of the Year Award
and, since the beginnings of its planning in 1947, has continued to serve
on that Board of Awards. Throughout his years he has continued to en
courage young men to participate in debate through both persuasive
speaking and financial support.
Because of his achievements; because of his great services to many,
particularly, to forensics; because of his outstanding speaking ability;
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha takes delight in awarding George P.
Lamb the Distinguished Alumni Award.
REASON TEMPERED (Continued from page 94)
founding of the University of Virginia: "This institution," he wrote, "will
be based upon the illimitable freedom of the human mind. For here we
are not afraid to follow truth wherever it may lead, nor to tolerate error so
long as reason is left free to combat it."
It was that spirit, I believe, that prompted your citation, and in that
sphit I gladly accept it, not for myself alone, but for the University, and as
one of its many servants.
13
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DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARDS
RIGHT REVEREND GEORGE M. MURRAY
The Right Reverend George M. Murray, Bishop for the Episcopal
Diocese of South Alabama and Northwest Florida, was bom on April 12,
1919 in Baltimore, Maryland. He received his high school diploma from
Hueytown High School near Birmingham, Alabama, and then proceeded
to the University of Alabama, where he graduated with a B.S, degree in
Business Administration. Not only was he an honor student in academic
affairs, he was also recognized as a leader in other areas. He achieved Phi
Eta Sigma, a freshman honorary; Jason, senior men's honorary; Beta Gamma
Sigma, commerce honorary; Delta Sigma Pi, commerce honorary; Tau
Kappa Alpha, the debate honorary.
Upon graduation from college, he went to work for the General Electric
Gontracts Gorporation in Gharlotte, North Garolina, as a discoimt clerk,
auditor, and traveling adjuster. During World War II he became active in
the U. S. Naval Reserve, first instructing in Ordinance and later, upon
graduation from the Submarine School in New London, Connecticut, he
served as Submarine Torpedo and Gunnery Officer, as well as Navy
Chaplain, on the Submarine Pintado in the Pacific. Upon completion of
the war. Bishop Murray attended the Virginia Theological Seminary where
he graduated magna cum laude. He was ordained into the priesthood on
November 23, 1948. The outstanding qualities of the leadership of Bishop
Murray were revealed as he served as Chaplain to Episcopalian students
at the University of Alabama from 1948 to 1953. Under his leadership,
the present Canterbury Center was constructed. As the rmusuaUy early age
of 34, he was elected Suffragan Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Ala
bama. In that year he was also the recipient of the Algernon Sydney
Sullivan Award given at the commencement exercises at the University
of Alabama to outstanding leaders. In 1959, at the age of 40, Reverend
Murray was n elected Bishop Coadjutor of the Episcopal Diocese of Ala
bama and then in 1970 became the first Bishop of the new Episcopal
Diocese for South Alabama and Northwest Florida.
Bishop Murray has been recognized by others. He has a Doctor of
Divinity degree from the University of the South, a Doctor of Divinity
degree from the Virginia Theological Seminary, and an LL.D. from his
alma mater, the University of Alabama. Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
is happy to honor Bishop George M. Murray as an outstanding alumnus
of the fraternity. He is an excellent example of an individual whose career
has been dependent upon the intelligent, effective, and responsible speak
ing for which the fraternity stands.
U. ALEXIS JOHNSON
U. Alexis Johnson, Undersecretary of State for Political Affairs, the third
ranking official in the State Department, was bom on October 17, 1908
in Kansas. His college years were spent at Occidental College where he re
ceived an A.B. degree majoring in Economics and achieving Phi Beta Kappa.
During his years at Occidental, he debated during his sophomore, junior and
senior years and was elected to Tau Kappa Alpha because of his outstanding
14
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achievements. Additional post-graduate study was done at Georgetown
University.
His life has been spent in the foreign service of the United States, and
the positions he held tell the story of a man who first trained himself by
performing the mundane chores which are so necessary to accomplish the
work of the world and then moved progressively into higher and higher
positions of leadership. Early in his career he was Language Attache for the
American Embassy in Tokyo, then moved on to become Vice-Consul, first at
Seoul, Korea, then Tientsin, China, and later in Muden, Manchuria. From
the Far East, he moved to South America serving for a period of time as 2nd
Secretary of the American Embassy in Rio de Janeiro. Higher positions of
leadership were attained right after World War H. Beginning in 1945,
he served first as Consul at Manila in the Philippines, then later, as Amer
ican Consul General in Yokohama, Japan. In 1950 he was brought back to
Washington, D. C. to serve as Director of the Office of Northeastern Asian
Affairs and the very next year became the Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State for Far Eastern Affairs.
The growth and achievements of Alexis Johnson did not remain un
noticed. His skill in diplomacy brought him the appointment of Ambassador
to Czechoslovakia from 1953—1958. From 1958-61, he served as Am
bassador to Thailand and then, Viet Nam. In 1966, when the important
position of Ambassador to Japan opened up, Alexis Johnson was called to
fill that spot where he served until 1969.
The years of training and knowledge learned about the Far East were
needed in the State Department in Washington, D. C. and so Alexis Johnson
was called back to the State Department in 1969 to serve as Undersecretary
of State for Political Affahs, which office he continues to hold to this day.
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha is proud to have such a distinguished
son and so honors herself by awarding him the Distinguished Alumni Award.
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARDS
At the DSR-TKA National Council meeting on April 9, the decision was
made to establish a Distinguished Service Award to be presented to mem
bers of the teaching profession who have served the Society and their
students with distinction as supporters of the goals and ideals of DSR-TKA.
At the Conference Banquet on Friday evening, the announcement was
made of two recipients of Distinguished Service Awards for 1971:
Otis J. Aggertt, Indiana State University
James Albert Tracy, Murray State University
The many members of this organization have been aware for years of
the dedication and effectiveness of the work of Professor Aggertt and Pro
fessor Tracy and their devotion to the educational aims of forensics. The
award constitutes one sign of the recognition and appreciation of their out
standing achievement.
15
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TWO-MAN DEBATE CHAMPIONS
Wally Jones, Wayne State University; Professor Colon Hanson, Wayne State
University; David White, Wayne State University
Xy
■&
w
m
FOUR-MAN DEBATE CHAMPIONS
Jim Wade, University of Tennessee; Professor Normo Cook, University of Ten
nessee; Frank England, University of Tennessee; Glen Reed, University of Ten
nessee; Bill Haltom, University of Tennessee
16
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SUPERIOR IN PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
Professor Ronald Aungst, Chairman af Persuasive Speaking; Gary Hanson,
Mankato State College; Peter Krembs, Purdue University; Mike Hegilin, Uni
versity of Southern California; Not pictured: David McCaffrey, University of
Massachusetts
SUPERIOR IN EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING
First row; Rhonda Isakson, Butler University; Char Reiher, University of Oregon
Second Row: Ron Polmieri, University of Southern California; Professor James
Benson, Chairman of Extemporaneous Speaking; Bill Haltom, University of
Tennessee
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•V
1;
SUPERIOR PARTICIPANTS IN STUDENT CONGRESS
David Lonier, University of New Mexico; Richord Hoven, Boll Stote University;
Mork Redmond, Purdue University; Professor Kenneth Andersen, Director, Stu
dent Congress; Not pictured: Joe Botoillon, Creighton University
9^mn
SUPERIOR SPEAKERS, TWO-MAN DEBATE
Poul Roshkind, University of Miomi; Elliot Scherker, University of Miomi; Borry
Spiker, Ohio University; Not pictured: Joe McGuire, University of North Corolino
18
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SECOND PLACE WINNERS, TWO-MAN DEBATE
Larry Lenoro, University of Northern Iowa; Dove Schiller, University of Northern
Iowa; Professor R. Forrest Conklin, University of Northern Iowa, Chairman of Two-
man Debate
la
SECOND PLACE WINNERS, FOUR-MAN DEBATE
Mike Hegilin, University of Southern California; Ron Polmieri, University of
Southern California; Jack Martin, University of Southern California; Dennis
Winston, University of Southern California
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f if
STUDENT OFFICERS
Barbora Herbert, Capitol University, Secretory; Poul Roshkind, University of
Miomi, First Vice-president; John Soxon, University of Alobomo, Second Vice-
president; Not pictured: Joe McGuire, University of North Corolino, President
TWO-MAN DEBATE RESULTS
Final Round
Wayju- Stale defeated N'ortlu'rn Iowa
Wayne State defeated
George Washington
Semifinal Round
Northeni Iowa defeated Kansas
Quarterfinal Round
Wayne State defeated Emerson
George Washington defeated
South Alahania
.Northern Iowa defeated Wooster
Kansas defeated Miami
Octofinal Round
Wayne State defeated St. John's
Emerson defeatetl Minnesota
(ieorge Washington <]efeate<l Capital
South .Mahama defeated Ohio U.
Northern Iowa defeated No. Carolina
W(H)ster <lefeated Oregon
Kansas defeate<l Brigham Young
Miami defeated Ulali
20
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SchoolIIImIVVVI
Total
Ohio UniversityWW
W
LWW5-1
Passarelli
25
21222424
22
138
Spiker
272923272620152
John CarrollL
LW
L
WL
2-4
Langer
20
132218
22
22117
Kwarciany
191523
18
2421120
Wooster
W
LWLWW
4-2
Hamilton17
16
21
202218114
Van Vleck
17
21
222122
26
129
Fairmont
L
WLLWW3-3
Carpenter
1525171721
23119
McDougal
192619
182325130
St. Johns
LW
LWWL3-3
Bruce
18
27
22
181925
129
Sheehan
182827
182725143
Emerson
L
WW
W
L
W
4-2
Kimball19
202722
2230140
PoIIak
18
18
29
1921
27
132
Massachusetts
LL
L
W
WL
2-4
Doyle
261819
261923
131
Hynes2821
232520
23140
Bridgeport
WL
LL
L
L
1-5
Strauss
2222
19
181915
115
Flynn
2425
202019
18128
Nevada-Reno
W
L
LW
L
L
2-4
Cowin
24
1517
181812104
Sanderson
2217
172319
14112
Nebraska
LW
W
W
LL
3-3
Wightman
181923
212122
124
Scholtes1920
22202322
126
N. Iowa
WWWLL
L3-3
Scholler
24
2222
2220
28138
Lenora
242124
202327
139
OregonW
W
L
WWL4-2
Reiher242524
2024
23140
Abraham
21
26
21
232222
135
S. Dakota
WL
L
W
LL
2-4
Ryken
292022
19
18
23
131
Rempfer
251823
181722
124
Minnesota
L
W
WLW
W4-2
Gilliland182521
182027
129
Cambronne192028
2025
28
140
UtahWWLL
L
W3-3
Shan
24
18232021
27
133
Wood26
1826
1825
28141
KansasWL
WWL
W4-2
Hensley
20
2524
242422
139
Masterson
201818
282422
128
Brigham YoungW
WLL
WW
4-2
GUlman262121
1925
27
139
Dennett2224
1720
26
26
135
22
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SUPERIOR SPEAKERS-TWO-AAAN DEBATE
Joe McGuire, University of North Carolina
Paul Raskind, University of Miami
Barry Spiker, Ohio University
Elhot Scherker, University of Miami
Mike Brunson, University of South Alabama
David White, Wayne State University
James Walker, Vanderbilt University
Jim Swartz, George Washington University
RESULTS OF FOUR-MAN DEBATE
School I II III IV V VI VII VIII Pts. Total
Alabama Aff. L W L W W W W L 11-5
S. Windom 20 24 24 23 24 18 25 23 181 761
J. Bertolotti 21 23 28 24 25 17 27 24 189
Alabama Neg. W L L W W W W W
J. Saxon 20 18 22 28 29 22 25 25 189
J. Perkins 23 20 24 29 28 24 27 27 202
Alma Aff. L L L L L L L W 2-14
J. Foran 15 17 19 18 19 18 17 26 149 636
W. Gould 16 18 19 17 18 20 21 27 156
Alma Neg. L L L L L L L W
L. Nelson 23 19 25 27 17 21 21 20 173
D. Valkanoff 22 18 21 22 17 20 20 18 158
Bridgewater Aff. L L L L W L L L 4-12
G. French 17 21 28 25 22 19 20 21 173 649
H. Flory 20 19 20 20 17 18 24 19 157
Bridgewater Neg. L W L L L W W L
P. Whitlock 18 20 17 18 18 19 21 16 147
D. Houff 20 27 22 21 19 21 25 17 172
Butler Aff. W W W W W L L L 10-6
J. Swanson 21 28 24 25 28 28 23 24 201 775
T. Sughrue 24 27 24 26 26 28 23 24 202
Butler Neg. W W W W W L L L
T. Nielsen 23 28 23 26 26 25 16 27 194
G. Ullman 22 23 22 24 25 22 15 25 178
Capital Aff. W L W L L L W W 7-9
E. Ulrich 24 19 21 19 22 12 15 25 157 655
J. Nicholas 27 21 27 23 24 20 16 27 185
Capital Neg. L W L W L L W L
G. Leopard 16 18 22 17 19 13 21 16 142
S. Obom 18 24 23 23 19 19 24 21 171
Fairmont Aff. L L L W L W W L 4-12
T. Constable 20 22 19 20 18 21 27 17 164 559
M. McDougal 24 22 18 21 19 21 25 18 168
Fairmont Neg. L L W L L L L L
J. Woolfitt 10 13 12 13 18 18 12 17 113
M. Price 8 15 12 14 12 18 18 17 114
Indiana State Aff. W L L W L L L W 9-7
M. Wills 19 23 23 28 22 22 15 24 176 751
D. Campbell 20 21 22 29 23 23 18 18 174
23
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SchoolI
11IIIIV
VVIVIIVIII
Pts.
Total
Indiana State Nag.WWLWW
WLW
M. Roloff2525242525
25
28
25
202
B. Jerry
22222527252528
25199
Iowa State Aff.LLWWW
WWW
9-7
J. Fisher
18
19252721232618
177701
M. Downey22272727
28
242824207
Iowa State Neg.
WLWLWLLL
S. Buckingham21
18231624
152118156
B. Burgus
2619231524171918
161
Kansas Aff.
WLWWW
L
LW
10-6
S. Rial2915242324272524191791
B. Russell
28
17
2623262626
27199
Kansas Neg.
WLWL
W
WLW
L. Beebe26
262423
21
29
2326198
G. Buckwalter
2624242426292426203
Manchester Aff.WLLL
W
L
L
L4-12
J. Fultz
2623
22
1321172015167669
M. HoUinjer
2424231523192112161
Manchester Neg.
LL
L
W
W
L
LL
R. Harvey
231722
28
2225
24
22
183
M. Sowles
181819282124
2020
168
Massachusetts Aff.
WWWLLWLW
8-8
P. Lamarche232622
2523242624193
770
R. Legendre
24232427
26262924203
Massachusetts Neg.WL
WWLLLL
D. McCaffrey
20
26
22
26
2423
2724192
B. Murphy
2022
2424
22
222622182
Mercer Aff.
WW
LWWWW
W
9-7
B. Cragg
23202122
24212219172
654
B. Dodson
21
21
21232423
2619178
Mercer Neg.
LWLLLLW
L
E. Heath
16231320
27
19
2314156
R. Surrency
152812
18231819
16149
Miami (Ohio) Aff.
LWWLW
L
L
L5-11
K. Eschenberg
18
232324
24182419
173664
G. Schmidt
2024262524172518
179
Miami (Ohio) Neg.
LLLWLL
WL
J. Mohr21
161820261523
18157
S. Mayes
2016
18
192315
2519155
Muskingum Aff.
LWLWL
LWL
4r-12
R. Gilchrist1017
16
171712
180107491
R. Richwine17221720
201522
0133
Muskingum Neg.
W
L
LLLL
LL
J. Brink19
1815161016
1312
119
D. Waugh21
18181615
181412
132
Samford Aff.L
WL
L
LWL
W
10-6
D. Peterson23
26
2424
2227
2628200
759
D. Arnold2227
2624
18252529
196
Samford Neg.WW
L
WW
WW
W
S. McDonald241825
21
2325
2724
187
D. Chestnut1719232222
2326
24
176
24
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School I II III IV V VI VII VIII Pts. Total
St. Anselm's Aff. W W W L L W L W 9-7
R. Casey 23 28 19 20 16 27 21 22 176 730
J. Olson 24 29 17 20 17 27 23 28 185
St. Anselm's Neg. W L W L L W W L
D. Lowerey 26 19 30 22 22 21 23 23 186
G. Green 28 19 30 21 21 19 21 24 183
St. John's Aff. L L W W L W L L 5-11
B. Shields 20 23 26 20 27 22 24 30 192 748
I. McDonald 20 18 27 21 27 26 25 30 194
St. John's Neg. L W W L L L L L
A. Borovina 15 28 27 16 23 23 19 22 173
S. Fabriani 17 26 26 28 22 22 20 28 189
So. California Aff. L W W W W L W W 13-3
M. Hegdin 18 27 27 20 23 19 29 23 186 829
J. Martin 19 27 28 27 25 21 29 24 200
So. California Neg. W L W W W W W W
D. Winston 25 27 28 30 26 28 26 30 220
R. Palmieii 25 28 28 30 25 28 29 30 223
South Carolina Aff. L L L L L L W L 4-12
C. Smith 17 20 8 23 18 21 23 24 154 649
T. Brittain 16 24 11 24 19 24 22 20 160
South Carolina Neg. L L L L L W W W
T. Darby 18 22 14 19 20 24 23 23 163
J. Kimmey 26 21 13 17 21 23 27 24 172
Tennessee Aff. W W W W W W L L 1^2
G. Reed 29 23 26 24 23 27 23 23 198 750
F. England 30 22 27 24 24 28 22 23 200
Tennessee Neg. W W W W W W W W
B. Haltom 21 28 22 22 23 21 28 25 190
J. Wade 27 28 29 24 24 27 28 24 211
Texas Tech Aff. W W W W W L W L 10-6
R. Crown 24 27 22 27 23 18 24 18 183 755
T. Rebstock 25 27 24 28 23 21 21 25 194
Texas Tecb Neg. W W W L L W L L
C. Haggard 21 24 25 21 23 27 25 20 186
D. Cage 23 28 25 24 20 28 23 21 192
Vermont Aff. L W L W L W W W 11-5
L. Harvey 15 20 19 24 19 25 24 24 170 747
A. Leggatt 15 24 25 25 22 26 26 29 192
Vermont Neg. L W W W W W W L
E. Hoffman 20 21 19 24 24 27 23 21 179
R. Raum 24 24 28 25 26 28 24 27 206
Wichita State Aff. W W L L L W L W 7-9
N. Graber 23 18 19 22 23 24 20 24 173 693
D. Jensen 24 18 16 23 22 20 20 25 168
Wichita State Neg. L L L L W W L W
C. Wasser 23 22 23 15 28 22 18 24 175
L. Carter 24 25 22 14 27 24 15 26 177
Wis.-Milwaukee Aff. L W L L L L L L 6-10
V. Mayo 18 18 21 18 9 22 22 23 151 677
P. Karas 20 20 21 14 12 21 24 24 156
25
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School I n III IV V VI VII VIII Pts. Total
Wis.-MilwauJcee Neg. L L W W W L W W
K. Mueller 18 18 25 24 24 24 26 26 185
M. Sawicki 20 20 24 25 24 22 24 26 185
Wooster Aff. L L W L W L W W 11-5
D. Wagner 25 28 22 26 25 26 25 25 202 773
B. Kaempfer 21 24 21 25 24 20 24 23 182
Wooster Neg. W W W L W W W W
R. Ruskan 21 28 23 24 22 23 27 23 191
J. McComas 22 28 24 25 23 25 28 23 198
Brigham Young Aff. W L L L W W W W 12-4
S. HoUingworth 21 20 23 20 26 25 24 23 182 751
L. McCarter 25 22 22 23 26 25 27 24 194
Brigham Young Neg. W W W W L W W W
D. Lyon 21 19 27 23 21 20 22 22 175
R. D'Choa 24 26 25 24 28 25 23 25 200
SUPERIOR RATINGS-FOUR-MAN DEBATE
Affirmative
Mike Downey, Iowa State University
Roger Legendre, University of Massachusetts
Tom Sughrue, Butler University
Debbie Wagner, Wooster College
Negative
Ron Palmieri, University of Southern California
Rick Raum, University of Vermont
Jim Wade, University of Tennessee
Dennis Winston, University of Southern California
RESULTS OF PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
School
I n III rv V VI
Speaker B G B G B G B G B G B G
Ball State Bleeke 5 80 1 87 1 92 4 80 3 88 5 79
Friedly 5 80 2 93 4 91 3 90 4 84 3 84
Brigham Young Dennett 3 83 5 75 1 98 4 87 1 96 2 98
Ochoa 4 84 2 90 3 80 5 84 5 85 5 88
Butler Lombardo 2 86 4 86 5 77 1 100 4 88 1 95
Creighton Bataillon 3 85 4 82 2 88 2 85 2 92 2 93
Philbin 4 82 3 84 5 81 3 77 1 95 1 87
Hanover Prall 5 75 5 80 5 80 4 76 4 78 2 82
Indiana State Shouse 3 84 2 93 2 89 1 93 2 92 1 99
Mahkato Hanson 1 95 2 90 2 87 1 90 1 94 2 90
Murray 5 75 1 95 3 89 4 89 5 78 4 80
Massachusetts McCaffrey 2 89 3 85 1 95 2 87 3 90 2 93
Murphy 5 85 4 88 4 83 1 82 3 84 3 80
Muskingum Sclhrack 1 86 4 85 3 92 5 76 4 87 4 82
Nevada-Reno Beyries 3 84 3 87 2 80 1 93 1 88 1 95
Parks 3 83 5 83 5 80 5 77 5 84 5 80
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II III IV VI
School Speaker R G R G R G R G R G R G
Ohio University Cherberg 1 90 1 92 4 84 2 91 2 86 2 88
Purdue Redmond 5 80 5 75 4 78 2 88 5 80 5 80
Krembs 4 92 3 89 1 90 3 80 3 90 3 90
St. John's McDonald 1 85 2 85 2 88 3 86 4 89 3 90
Samford Peterson 2 85 4 83 1 91 2 85 5 85 3 85
Chestnut 2 84 5 82 4 84 5 76 3 85 5 79
Soutli Alabama Brunson 3 93 5 85 3 85 4 85 1 92 4 89
Austin 4 81 3 88 5 81 2 79 2 93 4 79
South California Hegilin 1 88 1 91 1 84 3 82 2 93 1 91
Texas Tech Cage 2 84 1 95 5 86 4 79 1 94 4 85
U. of So. Dakota Ryken 4 85 2 88 3 86 3 89 3 84 4 88
Utah Shaw 1 80 5 82 5 84 5 75 5 81 5 79
Wabash Worrell 2 94 1 90 5 82 5 78 5 78 5 75
Wichita State Carter 5 79 5 83 2 96 1 87 2 91 1 94
Wisconsin Block 4 80 3 84 4 85 5 78 5 87 5 80
Mayo 5 80 4 84 3 86 5 80 4 82 3 89
Certificates of Achievement—Superior
David McCaffrey, University of Massachusetts
Gary Hanson, Mankato State College
Mike Hegilin, University of Southern Cahfomia
Peter Krembs, Purdue University
Certificates of Achievement—Excellent
Elaine Shouse, Indiana State University
Gar Dennett, llrigham Young University
Harriet Cherberg, Ohio University
Larry Carter, Wiehita State University
RESULTS OF EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING
School Speaker R
I
G R
u
G
III
R  G
IV
R G
V
R G
VI
R  G
Alabama Bertolotti 4 80 2 85 4 84 5 82 2 87 5 83
Saxon 5 84 3 85 2 87 2 84 4 86 1 88
Ball State Heimann 4 84 5 81 4 82 5 81 5 85 4 85
Uhrig 2 95 5 78 3 86 4 83 5 83 3 83
Brigham Young GiUman 5 87 5 76 2 88 4 82 5 84 3 83
McCarter 1 91 1 90 2 86 1 92 1 93 1 98
Butler Isakson 3 93 4 79 3 87 3 83 1 93 3 93
Chicago Campbell 5 85 5 81 1 89 1 84 3 90 2 94
Creighton Berwanger 5 80 5 84 5 85 5 80 5 82 5 79
Witt 5 77 3 84 5 80 5 79 5 85 5 80
Mankato Stueven 5 83 5 82 5 82 5 75 5 80 5 80
Massachusetts Doyle 4 90 4 84 5 84 2 86 2 89 5 84
Le Gendre 5 80 5 83 4 87 2 87 5 79 4 84
Mercer Dodson 5 85 5 75 5 84 5 80 5 85 2 89
Heatli 5 79 5 80 5 78 5 80 3 87 3 82
U. of Miami Rashkind 3 93 1 88 4 85 4 80 5 80 5 88
Scherker 3 86 4 85 1 96 5 79 4 88 5 81
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I II III IV V VI
School Speaker R G R G R G R G R G R G
Nebraska Scholtes 5 88 2 97 4 89 5 80 2 88 5 79
Wightman 2 94 3 83 4 83 1 87 1 94 5 82
Nevada Beyries 1 97 2 86 5 81 2 84 3 87 4 81
Ohio Muth 3 85 2 89 1 88 5 81 1 90 2 85
Oregon Abraham 5 89 5 79 5 83 4 80 2 88 2 84
Reilrer 1 92 1 100 2 87 2 83 2 92 1 95
Purdue Pryor 4 85 5 82 2 92 3 83 5 82 5 77
Saunders 3 93 4 89 2 92 4 80 5 86 4 85
St. John's Danaher 3 83 4 79 3 86 3 82 1 90 5 78
Samford DePaula 5 80 3 86 5 85 5 76 5 76 5 83
McDonald 2 86 4 85 3 85 5 79 5 87 5 81
So. California Brittain 2 90 2 90 3 88 5 80 5 85 5 79
Martin 5 89 5 76 5 76 2 85 3 87 4 95
Palmieri 1 91 1 90 5 85 3 84 3 89 1 90
U. of S. Dakota Rempfer 4 88 5 77 5 85 5 80 3 86 4 84
Tennessee England 2 84 5 79 1 89 1 85 4 86 1 85
Haltom 1 95 2 85 1 93 3 86 1 91 2 90
Toledo Patterson 3 90 3 95 3 90 3 83 2 90 3 96
Utah Wood 1 95 1 98 1 100 1 89 4 85 1 92
Wichita Craber 5 79 5 79 5 83 4 83 4 88 3 85
Jensen 5 84 3 88 5 80 5 77 5 83 2 97
Wisconsin Mueller 5 78 5 79 5 82 5 75 4 85 5 85
Sawicki 4 91 1 89 5 78 1 89 5 83 4 80
Certificates of Achievement—Superior
Bill Haltom, University of Tennessee
Char Reiher, University of Oregon
Ron Palmieri, University of Southern California
Rlionda Isakson, Butler University
Certificates of Achievement—Excellent
Terry Wiglrtman, University of Nebraska
David Wood, University of Utah
Janet Patterson, University of Toledo
Linda McCarter, Brigham Young University
RESULTS OF STUDENT CONGRESS
Superior Achievement
Joe Bataillon, Creighton University
Richard Haven, Ball State University
David Lanier, New Mexico University
Mark Redmond, Purdue University
Excellent Achievement
Mike Carlson, Samford University
Ron Cartee, University of Alabama
Charles Hobart, Murray State University
Carl Royal, Wabash College
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LEGISLATION ADOPTED BY DSR-TKA CONGRESS: 1971
SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS
Congress Special Resolution Number 1
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA
RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:
Section 1: That Indiana State University and especially their debate
council he thanked for their hospitality during this convention.
Section 2: That Professor Kenneth Andersen, University of Illinois, and
Professor Ted Walwik, Slippery Rock State College, he duly thanked
for all their guidance and aid to the Student Congress.
Congress Special Resolution Number 2
Whereas: We are students concerned about all forms of pollution.
Whereas: The city of Terre Haute has an obvious air pollution problem,
i.e. foul smelling ah.
Whereas: A city has the obligation to provide its citizens with a clean,
desirable, healthy environment,
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA
RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:
That the city of Terre Haute adopt a program to abate its air pollution.
CONGRESS BILL NUMBER 1
Majority Bill by Committee 2-B on Land and Water Pollution.
Dave Lanier, U. of N.M.
Mark Redmond, Purdue
Ed Swanson, Wesleyan
Dave Won-ell, Wahash
An Act establishing a Nationwide Program to promote ecological education.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA
RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:
Section 1: A: That the Office of Education encourage through subsidies
the further development of educational materials concerned
with our ecology.
B: That the Office of Education determine criteria by which
subsidies will be allocated and the eligibility of persons or
organizations applying.
Section 2: A: That the Office of Education should allocate funds for the
distribution of educational materials dealing with the ecology
to the general public.
B: That the Office of Education distribute educational ma
terial dealing with ecology to accredited schools upon request.
Section 3: A: That the Office of Education establish criteria for school
programs and courses dealing with ecology.
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B: That the Office of Education upon request subsidize pro
grams and courses meeting such criteria.
Section 4: That the fimds for this program will not exceed more than 50
million dollars in the first year of operation.
CONGRESS BILL NUMBER 3
A Majority Bill by the Steering Committee:
An act proposing tax credits as a means of curbing pollution.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA
RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:
Section 1: That tax credits be given to firms if they invest in pollution
abatement equipment and programs in order to meet pollution control
standards.
Section 2: That termination of tax credits will be carried out by any
means necessary to achieve a pollution free environment through the
EPA and the Internal Revenue Service.
CONGRESS BILL NUMBER 4
Majority BiU by Joint Conference Committee 1 on air pollution.
Kris Nelson, DePauw University
John Bowen, DePauw University
An act to provide for reduction of m'ban air pollution.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA
RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:
Section 1: That concepts and modes currently being studied to reduce
pollution through urban mass ti'ansportation in compliance with the
Urban Mass Transportation Assistance Act of 1970 be instituted in
three specific cities.
a. The three participating cities will be selected on the basis of the
following citeria: an index of automotive pollution in the city;
interest; and resources the city has available for a mass transporta
tion system.
b. This initial program will span a period of fom- years.
c. That in these three cities, the Federal Government provide the
initial funding to establish a program incorporating concepts and
mode of urban mass transportation into a complete transportation
system that ensures the best environmental conditions feasible.
Profits enjoyed by the system shall be equally divided by the
federal and municipal government until an established percentage
of the cost is repaid to the Federal Government.
Section 2: That also at the conclusion of the evaluation of the effect of
a mass transportation system in regard to reduction of urban air pollu
tion, the Department of Transportation shall recommend appropriate
legislation to expand the pilot program to include all cities.
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CONGRESS BILL NUMBER 5
Majority Bill by Main Committee 4B on the regulation of pesticides.
Paul Saunders—Purdue
Chris Berwanger—Creighton
Rhonda Isakson—Butler
Carl Royal—Wabash
Sheryl Friedly—Ball State
Dave Draper—Hanover
An act restricting the use of certain dangerous pesticides.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA
RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:
Section 1: That production of persistent herbicides and production and
usage of all persistent pesticides (those not easily broken down to non-
toxic compounds in less than 18 months) and all organophosphates be
prohibited after being phased out over 5 years.
Section 2: That the Environmental Protection Agency be empowered:
a. To conduct further research into the effects of pesticides and
herbicides;
b. To prohibit those specific pesticides and herbicides it deems suf
ficiently dangerous; and
c. To regulate the use of other pesticides and herbicides.
Section 3: That the EPA be authorized to investigate and enforce
Sections I and H by whatever means are appropriate.
CONGRESS BILL NUMBER 6
Dan Carey, University of Toledo
An Act to expand the Federal Water Pollution Control Act to cover all
sources of drinking water in the United States and to increase the
emergency powers of the Environmental Protection Agency, and to pro
vide for effective environmental regulatory procedure in the siting of
power plants.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA
RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:
Section lA: That the Federal Water Pollution Control Act be amended
by striking the word "interstate" in section 3(a) and substitution of the
word "drinking."
Section IB: That the Federal Water Pollution Control Act be amended
by the addition of section 3. c. 2. D. which shall read "specifies
precise effluent limitations on all identifiable sources of pollution."
Section IC: That the Administrator of the Environmental Protection
Agency is hereby empowered to:
a. Seek immediate injrmctive relief in emergency situations in which
severe water pollution constitutes an imminent danger to health,
or threatens irreversible damage to water quality.
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b. Issue immediate abatement orders to any pollution source covered
in (a).
c. Seek court imposition of fines of up to twenty-five thousand dollars
for the first day's violation and up to fifty thousand dollars fine for
each subsequent day.
Section 2A; That all electric entities shall, under the direction of the
FPC, apply for specific power sites two years in advance of construc
tion activities.
Section 2B; That all States shall within the next two years establish a
certification jurisdiction and mechanism that shall be capable of
granting, when environmentally and economically justifiable in the
opinion of the certification jurisdiction, permission to start construction
within two years of the notification given by the electric entity in com
pliance with section 2A.
Section 2C: That the FPC shall review and approve all State certifica
tion jurisdictions and mechanisms, and, that upon notification to the
Governor of a State, the FPC may refuse to approve or cancel previous
approval of the State certification jurisdiction and mechanism for
failure to meet the provisions outlined in section 2B.
Section 2D: That States shall have the right to appeal any FPC action
taken under section 2C in the United States Court of Appeals.
Section 2E: That electric entities seeking construction permits in States
under FPC ruling in section 2C shall receive their construction permits
from the FPC if, in the opinion of the FPC, the project is environ
mentally and economically justifiable.
Section 2F: That this Act shall apply to all electric entities regardless
of type of electrical power generation.
Section 2G: That, with regard to siting regrdations, this act shall trans
fer jurisdiction of all state entities to the State certification jurisdiction,
and that, with regard to siting regulations, this act shall transfer juris
diction of all Federal entities to the FPC.
Section 2H: That electrical entities shall, in emergency situations as
determined by them, have the right to apply for a decrease in the two-
year period outlined in section 2A and that the ruling of the respective
regulatory authority shall be binding on the electrical entity.
CONGRESS BILL NUMBER 7
Majority Report of the Joint Committee 2 on Land and Water Pollution
Dan Carey, University of Toledo
An act to provide funding for municipal waste treatment plants.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA
RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:
Section 1: That three billion dollars in grants to state and local govern
ments for the construction of municipal waste treatment plants be
allocated in each of the following fiscal years: fiscal 1972, fiscal 1973,
fiscal 1974.
Section 2: That these funds be administered by the EPA and allocated
on the basis of established Federal priorities.
Section 3: That an Environmental Financing Authority be established
under the direction of the Secretary of the Treasury for the purpose of
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guaranteeing the sale of waste treatment bonds of states and mu
nicipalities unable, in the opinion of the Secretary, to sell those bonds
at reasonable rates of interest.
Section 4: That the EFA shall be bmited to guaranteeing no more
than two billion dollars in the next three fiscal years.
Section 5: That any municipality or state that receives either a grant
and/or bond guarantee must charge industrial users in their waste
system for services rendered in the abatement of industrial pollution
and that these charges shall be made on the basis of volume of waste
and degree of difficulty in removing the waste.
Section 6: That the EPA may exempt any municipality from coverage
in section 5 if, in the opinion of the administrator of the EPA, such
coverage would entail costs in excess of added revenue.
Section 7: That the state and municipal governments shall match the
grants outlined in section 1 with at least three billion dollars.
CONGRESS BILL NUMBER 8
Minority Bill by Joint Committee 4 on Population Pollution.
Carl Royal, Wabash
Sheryl Friedly, Ball State
An act to encourage population control.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA
RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA;
Section la: That the United States increase the dissemination of in
formation about and the availability of birth control methods.
Section lb: That the federal government make available to the public
at a reduced cost the birth control methods necessary to expedite such
a proposal.
Section 2: That the Internal Revenue Service grant income tax de
duction for at most two natural children per family where a natural
child is defined as a blood-child of at least one parent.
Tax deductions shall also be given for each adopted child.
Section 3: That Section 2 only apply to children bom after midnight
on January 15, 1972.
Minority Resolution by Main Committee 4A on deliberate pollution.
Paul Saunders, Purdue University
Chris Berwanger, Creighton University
Mike Moumousis, Murray State University
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA
RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA:
That the labor contracts between fanners and wage earners shall not in
clude stipulations that the farmer cannot appropriately use such chemicals
as DDT, or 2,4,5-T or 2,4-D or any other he may deem necessary to pro
tect the production, insure the quality, and regulate the growth of the crop
or crops he may raise and for which he must pay a wage earner to plant,
cultivate, harvest, transport or process in any marmer as it travels from seed
to market.
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MINUTES OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
April 8, 1971
Members present for all or part of the meeting; McBath, Eubank, Ross,
Weiss, Laase, Adamson, McGuire, Ewbank, Huber, Gripe, Freeley, Walwik.
Meeting called to order by President James H. McBath.
Report of the Secretary, Theodore Walwik:
1. Initiations continue to come in slowly. This has obvious adverse
financial effects.
2. Motion: Walwik; Second: Gripe. The following persons be ap
proved as members-at-large: Joan Donovan, St. Lawrence; Karen
Olson, Toledo; James Halsey, Bridgeport; Justin Vander Kroef,
Bridgeport. Passed.
The Council discussed informally the procedure to be followed in the
Open Meeting of the Society scheduled as part of the National Conference.
President McBath asked the informal advice of the Coimcil concerning
the possible formulation of certain committees.
Report of the ACHS Representative, H. L. Ewbank.
Meeting adjourned.
April 9, 1971
Members present for all or part of the meeting: McBath, Laase, Ewbank,
Hance, Freeley, Weiss, Ross, Adamson, McGuire, Eubank, Gripe, Swartz,
Huber, Walwik.
Meeting called to order by President James H. McBath.
Motion: Walwik; Second: Adamson. That DSR-TKA. should establish a
Distinguished Service Award to be awarded to members of the teaching
profession who have served the Society and their students with distinction
as supporters of the goals and ideals of DSR-TKA. The Secretary is in
structed to secure an appropriate certificate for presentation to recipients.
Further, that the recipients in 1971 be Otis J. Aggertt of Indiana State
University and James Albert Tracy of Murray State University. Passed.
President McBath announced the appointment of the following com
mittees:
Initiation Modification
V. R. McGuire, Chairman
R. F. Conklin
Gerald Sanders
Ronald Matlon
Robert Weiss
Name Change for the Society
Austin Freeley, Chairman
H. L. Ewbank
Kenneth Hance
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George Henigan
Gifford Blyton
Robert Huber
Nominating
Tom Ludlum, Ghairman
Annabel Hagood
Wayne G. Eubank
Report of Finance Gommittee, Kenneth Hance, Treasurer:
Motion: Hance; Second: Wayne Eubank. Effective for the 1971-72
academic year, an annual chapter fee of $25.00 per chapter be assessed
and the cost of individual initiation fees be reduced to $6.00. Passed.
Motion: Adamson; Second: Gripe. DSR-TKA discontinue the practice
of providing a trophy for the N.F.L. National Tournament. Passed.
Motion: Hance; Second: Laase. We adopt the proposed budget (ap
pended) for die 1971-72 fiscal year. Passed.
Report of the Ghapter Standards Gommittee, H. L. Ewhank, Ghairman:
Motion: Ewhank; Second: Ludlum. DSR-TKA should giant a charter
to Madison Gollege, Harrisonhurg, Virginia. Passed.
Report of the National Gonference Gommittee, George Adamson, Ghair
man:
Motion: Adamson; Second: Wayne Eubank. Total fees for 1972 National
Conference at University of New Mexico he set at $20.00 per person
(faeulty and students). Passed.
Motion: Adamson; Second: Freeley. DSR-TKA accepts the invitation
of the University of Illinois to serve as host institution for the 1973
National Gonference. Passed.
Informal discussion followed concerning the quality of service rendered
to DSR-TKA by the L. G. Balfour Go.
Motion: W. G. Eubank; Second: H. L. Ewhank. The Secretary is
authorized to travel to the L. G. Balfour Go. for the purpose of examining
our relationship. Passed.
Report of the Historian, H. T. Ross: The histoiy has been updated. We
should not neglect the practice of providing a copy of the history to each
initiate.
Report of the Editor, Robert Weiss.
Report of the representative to the SGA Gommittee on Discussion and
Debate, Austin Freeley.
Meeting adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
Theodore J. Walwik
National Secretary
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AN ENGLISHMAN AT LARGE AT THE
DSR-TKA CONFERENCE
Eric Parsloe
The time was fifteen minutes past noon. I lay on the grass, marvelling
at the clear blue skies and warm early April sunshine that would un
doubtedly be headline news if they occun-ed at home in Oxford. The
Indiana State University campus was almost deserted and the traffic
growled quietly in the distance. I dozed, dreamingly reflecting on the
effects of the weather on the psychology of differing nations. Gradually,
"THE SOUND" intruded on my reflections. It was like nothing I had
heard before; now rising, now falling, at one moment emphatic, the next
cajoling, harsh then plaintive; insistent then boring and monotonous. Above
all continuous and vibrant. "THE SOUND" distressed me. I had heard
recordings of the mating chorus of Arctic seals and the fertility rites of
the African hippo. I had listened many times to the chatter and quarrelling
of flocks of geese and ducks in the marshes of eastern England. "THE
SOUND," though similar, was different. I awoke with a start to realize
that I had made history. I was the first Englishman to listen to the DSR-
TKA debating tournament from a distance of fifty yards from the host
building.
Three hours eailier I had joined the young braves from selected tribes
across the nation as they had gathered to begin this interesting ritualistic
verbal warfare. As I walked the comdors watching these earnest, articulate,
intelligent young Americans assaulting the stop watch and the ears of the
defensibly imconscious judge, I was intrigued. As I observed, coaches
silently watched their teams compete through the closed glass doors of the
classrooms, almost willing their speakers to hit that ten-minute mark
with a flourish of rhetoric and some semblance of coherence. I watched
them in between rounds as they eagerly explained strategy to their dull-
eyed but dutifully keen debaters. I was intrigued still further, as I listened
to a round of debate between two of the better teams (at one of the better
tournaments) in which one speaker was completely incomprehensible by any
standards, two marginally comprehensible except when reading evidence
cards, and the fourth refreshingly clear and concise and, in his rebuttal,
eloquent and persuasive, only to have him judged to have lost the debate
by an unbehevable margin. The reader can perhaps rmderstand why I had
left the building to lie on the grass, enjoy the sun and ponder on what I
had observed.
This was not my first debate tournament. I had toured as a member of
the Oxford debate team and taught American debaters British techniques in
Oxford on a summer workshop. This was my third short tour lecturing
about debate, politics and history at several American universities and
colleges. It was my first opportunity to attend the DSR-TKA convention
to hsten to and discuss with some of the finest and keenest and most
thoughtful academics and students in the debate world. Specifically I
had come to talk about establishing study programs for American debaters
(and others) in Oxford.
Writing these brief reflections after the convention, my initial impres
sions merge with those of the typically warm and friendly welcome I had
received, the earnest discussions and jocular leg pulling, die martini break-
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fast with President MoBath and my perpetual amazement at the resilience
of debaters and coaches both to travel and refreshments. Nevertheless, I
am left with the feeling that I have met and enjoyed the company of
worried people. Financial pressures are forcing even the most insensitive to
reflect on the need to justify American tournament debate as it has de
veloped as an academic exercise. But the concern appears to go deeper
than that, particularly when one talks to the student debaters. The words
they most often use in relation to debate are "sterile," "irrelevant," and
"unenjoyable." A majority of the coaches I talked to echoed these phrases.
Certainly they were all worried about the prospects of maintaining their
programs at the present levels and very few saw the prospect of expanding
them.
In my lecture and in discussions I had made the following comments
on tournament debate as I saw it. (I'll list my impressions and not develop
them.)
1. The artificiality of the exercise when compared either to the court
or legislative process, let alone to public and student debate of the
issues of the day.
2. The degree of overcompetitiveness.
3. The depressing seriousness and absence of humor.
4. The language used, incomprehensible to non-debaters.
5. The conceptual limitations of an exercise that requires a complete
legislative package, incapable of being criticised, to be expressed in
a 10-minute speech.
6. The over-reliance on evidence, not just the failm-e to evaluate the
sources or phrases or simply to understand the quotations used but
the tendency to assert dogmatically other peoples' opinions as truth
and proof.
7. The tendency of the whole exercise to stifle individuality, originality
and the expression of personal opinion.
The response to my comments, and I don't think it was mere American
politeness, was widespread agreement. Tournament debating needs to
answer these criticisms if it is to retain the enthusiastic participation of the
next generation of students. The answers are not easily found despite the
willingness to inquire. For my own part, I believe that the proposals I have
made for programs for debaters to study the British techniques are highly
relevant to the present dilemma. The British style has many insights and
techniques to add to the great body of experience and literature that
American academics have built. We can, perhaps, add to the concepts
involved in tournament debate; certainly we can provide supplementary
programs to run in parallel with the existing courses.
With the sponsorship of the American Forensic Association, we are
establishing in July, 1972 the first College Debate Program to be held
in Oxford at the Oxford Union. Professor Joseph O'Rourke, Wabash
College, Crawfordsville, Indiana, is the Chairman of the AFA Committee
establishing the program. For colleges with a January interim term, there
is a similar program starting in January, 1972 in cooperation with the Upper
Mid-West Group of Private Colleges and the Director will be Professor W.
(Continued on page 128)
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CONTEXT STRATEGY: NIXON DEFUSES AN ISSUE
Carol Appelquist
Richard Nixon greeted a divided, troubled nation on January 20, 1969.
His inauguration as President of the United States came at a time when
Americans, torn by involvement in an unpopular war, had lost confidence
in their government and its leaders. With a call "to lower our voices,"^ and
a challenge "To go forward at all is to go forward together,"^ Richard Nixon
began his term in office. His "Inaugural Address" reflected the course he
expected to follow during the next four years: a quiet, logical approach to
the problems facing the nation, based on knowledge of the issue, and mutual
trust and respect.
With this as his basis, Mr. Nixon prepared to resolve his most disquieting
problem: the War in Vietnam, which by 1970 would be renamed the War
in Indochina. Realizing that:
.  . . the American people want to get out of Vietnam. They are sick of
the deaths, sick of the inflation, sick of the cut in living standards, sick
of tire tension, sick of confronting the danger of an enlarged war,^
Mr. Nixon began searching for a solution to a war that seemed destined
to continue, but that the people of his country demanded be stopped. The
task before him demanded not only a new solution to an old problem,
but unification behind that solution as well.
Following the course set out through his "Inaugm-al Address," Mr. Nixon
has taken his case to the American public by appearing on television more
often than any other President.^ The subject of seven of these appearances
has been the Vietnam War.® Nixon's overall strategy seems to be an
attempt to take the controversy out of the issue by placing it in a much
larger perspective.
Edwin Black, in discussing a speaker's ability to remove controversy
from an issue, explains that:
.  . . the discourse is projected onto a new level that leaves the old con
troversy behind. Or better, the issues of the old controversy are now
seen to be minor elements in a complex system of thought that com
prehends many more issues than are included in the old controversy."
Considering the issue of the Vietnam War, Nixon's problem centered around
a difference in perspective: his definition of the problem area, and there-
Miss Appelquist is a graduate student at the University of Missouri.
^ Richard M. Nixon, "Inaugural Address," Vital Speeches of the Day, XXXV
(February 1, 1969), 227.
^ Ibid., Page 227.
" Francine duPlesser Gray, "A Reporter at Large," New Yorker, January 3,
1970, p. 43.
^ In his first twenty months in office, Mr. Nixon has delivered nationally tele
vised addresses more often than Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson did in sixteen
years (T.V. Guide, August 22-28, 1970, p. 4r-6).
"These include his May 14, 1969, November 3, 1969, March 6, 1970, April
20, 1970, April 30, 1970, June 3, 1970, and October 7, 1970 speeches.
" Edwin Hlack, Rhetorical Criticism; A Study in Method (New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1965), p. 157.
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fore his objectives, did not coincide with those of his audience. To the
American public the war was futile, our only recourse being a speedy
withdrawal. The President was searching for a "just peace." Nixon, thi'ough
his strategies, was pursuing a means by which the gap between the two
perspectives might be eliminated. His method: placing the issue in a
framework with which few could disagree. If this were successful, the
divisive effects of the Vietnamese controversy would be lessened.
Of the many strategies the President utilizes, his "context" strategy
appears to be the key to an understanding of his attempts to defuse the
Vietnam question. This "context" strategy appears logical, thereby allowing
Mr. Nixon to develop a seemingly behevable rationale for audience ac
ceptance. Actually, it provides only an emotionally-packed reason for
adoption of the plan. Through the careful constniction and progression
of the speech, and the clear, limited definition of the problem, the listener
no longer spotlights the issue. Instead, he is lured by the context, and con
siders this in accepting or rejecting the proposal.
In developing the "context" strategy, the President first attempts to
lessen the gap between his and the audience's perspectives by re-defining
the problem area. He carefully limits the scope of the problem through
the use of an extended antithesis. His antithesis is formed first by an ex
planation of what his statements do not mean, followed by the implication
that he will allow his observations to take. This structure decreases the
potency of the issue by eliminating arguments of the opposition before
they have a chance to appear. The description of "what is not" includes
all those areas which might evoke controversy. Universally accepted goals
are chosen for the explanation of the problem area. Audience members
are thus provided with a definition which encompasses those areas where
agreement can be reached. The President has begun his attempt to create
a new perspective by projecting the discourse "onto a new level."
The use of the extended antithesis has a further advantage. It presents
the President's solution as the only one to fit the dilemma. If the audience
accepts his definition of the problem, then they will be inclined to accept
his solution. By process of elimination, all other solutions fit other defini
tions of the issue. And these definitions have previously been cited as im
proper. In his May 14, 1969, speech, he presents the issue by stating:
What the United States wants for South Vietnam is not the important
thing. What North Vietnam wants for Soutli Vietnam is not the im
portant thing. What is important is what the people of South Vietnam
want for the people of South Vietnam.'^
Using the extended antithesis in his November 3, 1969, address, the
President says:
.  . . the question before us is not whetlier some Americans are for
peace and some Americans are against peace. The question at issue is
not whether Johnson's war has become Nixon's war. The great question
is: How can we win America's peace?®
^ Richard Nixon, "The War in Vietnam," Vital Speeches of the Day, XXXV
(June 1, 1969), 483.
® Richard Nixon, "A Plan for Peace," Vital Speeches of the Day, XXXVI (No
vember 15, 1969), 66.
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In his April 30, 1970, speech, he states:
We take this action not for the purpose of expanding the war into
Cambodia, but for the purpose of ending the war in Vietnam, and
winning the just peace we all deserve.®
Careful definition of terms in the form of an antithesis limits the scope
of the problem, thereby aiding the President in his attempts to create a new
perspective.
The President establishes the basis for his "context" strategy in the
historical organizational structure of the speech. The President's speeches
are carefully constructed along historical lines in order to give a logical
appearance to the flow of his arguments. He begins with a detailed
historical progression of the action in the area. By revealing to his audience
the situation his administration found when he took office, he sets up the
second part: the course he has followed in trying to reach a solution. This
combination legitimizes the third part of his speech: the action his ad
ministration will take in the future. His next step consists of a statement
aimed at evoking a favorable reference group.^" Since he had provided
an agreeable definition of the problem area, examined the other alternatives
and failures of the past, the structure estabhshes his solution as, rationally,
the only possible one. The structure then acts as a basis for the emotionally-
packed arguments of the "context" strategy where the logical progression
shrouds the emotional appeal and gives the appearance of practicality. If
successful, the plan is placed into a new context with which few audience
members can disagree.
By placing the favorable reference group in conjunction with the plan,
Mr. Nixon brings the issue he is discussing into a different perspective. The
audience members can no longer concern themselves with the proposal
and their positive or negative views on its possible consequences, but must
consider the effects it will have on the favorable reference group. The
careful constiuction and progression of the speech makes it virtually
impossible for the hstener to disassociate the plan from the reference group.
If audience members react favorably to the reference group, then they
should react favorably to the plan as weU. Thus, the President has at
tempted to eliminate the controversy from the Vietnam issue.
The family is one of the strongest reference groups that can be em
ployed. It is virtually impossible for an individual to remove himself from
this involuntary, demographic group. Using this rhetorical device—placing
family member's welfare next to his plan—enhances the chances of ac
ceptance of his proposal. The audience members will hardly react un
favorably to the President's message if it means an end to the killing of sons
®Richard Nixon, "Cambodia," Vital Speeches of the Day, XXXVI (May 15,
1970), 452. For further reference, consult: Richard Nixon, "Cambodia
Report," New York Times, June 4, 1970, p. 8. Richard Nixon, "Troop With
drawal," New York Times, April 21, 1970, p. 16.
A reference group is a group to which an individual belongs that aids in
shaping an individual's attitudes. Some reference groups cannot be changed.
These, called demographic, include such areas as sex, age and intelligence level.
Other reference groups, called voluntary reference groups, include such areas as
income level, and religious and political affiliations over which the individual
has control. Reference groups differ in importance to the individual. Refer to
Erwin Bettinghaus, Persuasive Communication (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, Inc., 1968), pp. 26-48.
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and brothers in Vietnam. If he is protecting the interests of Americans,
as his "context" strategy tries to show, then the audience must agree with
his solution, thereby relieving the tension surrounding the situation in
Vietnam. In his November 3, 1969, speech, he attempts to evoke the
favorable reference group by stating:
I want to end (the war in Vietnam) in a way which will increase the
chance that (the soldier's) younger brothers and sons will not have to
fight in some future Vietnam in some other place in the world.^^
Obviously, the best way of ending the war is his way. The President
has just spent thirty minutes explaining his decision and the reasons for
it. Evoking the favorable reference group of sons and brothers shifts
the emphasis of the speech from the merits of the proposal to the merits of
the reference group. This statement, word for word, can also be foimd
in his May 14, 1969, speech.^^
In his April 30, 1970, speech, he states:
I ask for your support for our brave nten fighting tonight halfway
around the world, not for territory, not for glory, but so that their younger
brothers and their sons can have a chance to grow up in a world of peace
and freedom, and justice.^^
These statements serve an analogous purpose: to aid in placing his
proposal in a context that has been carefully developed so that its merits
are accounted for and cannot be disagreed with, through the use of an
appealing reference group. Instead of approaching the proposal from a
rational perspective, the President shifts the emphasis of the issue so that
the audience will consider the emotionally-packed reference group. His
proposal acquires the appearance of practicality and behevability, hut
through the context, is accepted or rejected on the basis of the listener's
feelings toward the reference group.^^
It will be impossible to estimate the fuU impact of the President's at
tempts to defuse the Vietnam issue until after the 1972 election. However,
Mr. Nixon's October, 1970, speech, and the issues of the 1970 election
provide a clue as to the President's success. In his October speech, Mr.
Nixon apparently felt that he had eliminated the controversy from the
issue. No explanations were needed. No contexts were developed. His
withdrawal timetable had become acceptable. Americans were searching
for a "just peace."
In the 1970 campaign, Vietnam, the issue so vital two years earlier,
went unmentioned. It was no longer worthy of political contention. As
pointed out in Newsweek magazine:
Richard Nixon entered office more painfuUy aware than most
Presidents of the fragile nature of his mandate. Looking back at the
Richard Nixon, "A Plan for Peace," Vital Speeches of the Day, XXXVt
(November 15, 1969), 66.
Richard Nixon, "The Way In Vietnam," Vital Speeches of the Day, XXXVI
(June 1, 1969), 483.
Richard Nixon, "Cambodia," Vital Speeches of the Day, XXXVI (May 15,
1970), 452.
"For further reference, consult: Richard Nixon, "Laos Statement," New
York Times, March 7, 1970, p. 10. Richard Nixon, "Cambodia Report," New York
Times, June 4, 1970, p. 8. Richard Nixon, "Troop Withdrawal," New York
Times, April 21, 1970, p. 16.
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political self-destruction of his predecessor in the White House, Mr.
Nixon knew that his most pressing task was to defuse the Indochinese
War as a domestic issue—and witli the exception of the public uproar
that followed the Cambodian incursion, he has largely succeededd^
As Roosevelt's Fireside Chats eased a troubled nation during the depression,
so, too, have Nixon's nationally televised addresses on Vietnam eased a
divided public.
' Newsweek, "Operation: Successful, Results: Nil," Dec. 7, 1970, p. 26.
ENGLISHMAN AT LARGE (Continued from page 123)
Roberts, Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, Minnesota. Full details of
dates, costs and transfer credits are now available from these gentlemen.
"The Rritish are coming" is a famous phrase in American history. Perhaps
after 200 years we can drop our mutual hang-ups and get down to talking
to each other seriously. I am sure we have both got a lot to teach each
other.
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